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Breakdown mechanism of a high-frequency discharge with jet electrolytic

electrodes
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The physical mechanism for the emergence of ring and semi-ring plasma structures around electrolyte jets in a

high-frequency discharge with liquid jet electrodes. It is shown that the electric field strength in the jet flow decay

region can reach values of 109−1010 V/m, at which autoelectronic emission is possible, leading to the appearance

in the vicinity of the jet of primary electrons, which leads to ionization and excitation of the molecules of the

surrounding gaseous medium.
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Plasma-liquid systems are a part of a surging inter-

disciplinary research field that encompasses gas discharge

physics, fluid and gas dynamics, thermodynamics, chemistry

of multiphase systems, and plasma chemistry [1]. One

or both of the electrodes in such systems are electrolytic

with alternating or direct current supplied to them. If both

electrodes are electrolytic, one or two of them are flow-

type [2]. The interest in plasma-liquid systems stems in no

small part from their application potential (e.g., in processing

of metal surfaces [3], production of fine powders [4], water
and air purification [5], etc.).

The results of experimental examination of a high-

frequency (HF) discharge between two jet electrolytic

electrodes under an ambient atmospheric pressure ranging

from 103 to 105 Pa have been presented in our earlier

studies [6,7]. Various glowing ring or semi-ring structures

forming in the jet flow decay region were observed in these

experiments. At the same time, the mechanism of formation

of ring plasma structures remained unexamined.

The aim of the present study is to establish the mecha-

nism of formation of ring plasma structures based on the

obtained experimental and numerical data.

It is known that free (primary) charged particles and

an electric field, which induces their directed motion, are

needed to initiate a breakdown [8]. In a gas discharge

between metallic electrodes, the emission of electrons from

the cathode surface or the ionization of gas under the

influence of natural radioactivity and cosmic radiation are

the sources of primary electrons. An electrolyte differs from

a metal in that it has no free electrons; charged particles

in electrolytes are negative or positive ions. Spontaneous

ionization under the influence of natural radioactivity or

cosmic radiation is also of little importance in this case,

since a discharge is often produced in jet decay even

before the moment of droplet detachment [6]. Therefore,

the electric field induced by the jet current is examined in

order to determine the mechanism of emergence of glowing

structures and jet breakdown under a discharge between

two electrolytic electrodes.

Let us assume that an electrolyte jet freely outflowing

vertically from a feeding device is symmetric with respect

to the flow axis. The cross section of this jet decreases

with distance from the source; thus, its profile is a truncated

cone that passes smoothly into a sinusoid with a decreasing

amplitude. The radius of the jet cross section at the source is

2.5mm, and the maximum amplitude of the sinusoid profile
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Figure 1. Diagram of regions of a discharge with electrolytic

electrodes. �0 is the region occupied by gas, �1 is the region

occupied by an electrolytic electrode, �2 is the region of an

electrolytic electrode in an electrolytic bath, �dis is the gas-vapor

discharge region, Se0 is the grounded electrode surface, Se1 is the

feeding tube surface, S1 is the free jet surface, S2 is the free surface

of liquid in the electrolytic bath, Sw is the surface of walls of the

electrolytic bath, h1 is the jet length, and h2 is the electrolytic bath

depth.
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Figure 2. Current density in a jet at current I = 12 (1), 15 (2), and 17A (3). The jet electrode profile is shown below.

at the jet end is 2.0mm; the point of transition between

the cone and the sinusoid profile is located at distance

z = 5mm from the source. The sinusoid period is 5mm.

This is an approximation of the actual profile of the jet

electrode used in experiments (Fig. 1) [6,7].
Let us introduce local coordinate system Oxyz with its

origin being located at the center of the exit aperture of

the feeding tube and the positive direction of axis Oz being

aligned with the flow direction. HF current Ĩ = Im exp(iωt),
where, in accordance with the results of earlier experimental

studies [7], amplitude Im = 12−17A, is supplied to the

feeding tube.

Alternating current j̃ = (0, 0, j̃ z ) ∼ exp(iωt), which

flows along the Oz direction, induces an electromag-

netic field with components B̃=(0, B̃ϕ, 0)∼ exp(iωt) and

Ẽ = (Ẽr , 0, Ẽz ) ∼ exp(iωt), where B̃, Ẽ are the magnetic

and electric vectors, ω = 2π f is the circular frequency, f is

the current frequency, and i is an imaginary unit (i2 = −1).
If Im, jm,z are the amplitude values of current and current

density, respectively, and rc = rc(z ) is the current jet radius,

jm,z (z ) = Im/πr2c(z ). (1)

It follows from formula (1) that the current density in a

narrowing jet increases in inverse proportion to the radius

(Fig. 2). At current Im = 12−17A, the current density

amplitude in the jet is as high as jm,z ∼ 106 A/m2.

Let us introduce magnetic vector potential Ã such that

B̃ = ∇× Ã. Inserting it into Maxwell equations

∇× H̃ = j̃ +
∂D̃

∂t
, ∇× Ẽ = −

∂B̃

∂t
, (2)

∇ · B̃ = 0, ∇ · D̃ = 0, (3)

B̃ = µ0H̃, D̃ = ε0Ẽ (4)

and applying the complex amplitude method [9], we obtain

∇× Ẽ = −
∂B̃

∂t
= −iωBA exp(iωt) = −iωB̃, (5)

where BA is the complex-amplitude vector,

B̃ = BA exp(iωt). It follows that

B̃ =
i
ω
∇× Ẽ = ∇× Ã. (6)

Thus, Ẽ = −iωÃ.
Let us introduce vectors of complex amplitudes jm, Hm,

Em, and Am given by

j̃ = jm exp(iωt), H̃ = Hm exp(iωt),

Ẽ = Em exp(iωt), Ã = Am exp(iωt). (7)

The following relations hold true for the complex-amplitude

vectors:

∇×Hm = jm + iε0εωEm,

∇× Em = −iµ0ωHm, Em = −iωAm. (8)

Applying the Biot−Savart law to complex amplitudes, we

find

Em(r0) = −iωAm(r0) = −iω
µ0

4π

∫
jm(r)dV
|r0 − r|

. (9)

Here, r0 and r are radius vectors. Combining depen-

dence (1) with Eq. (9), we find that the real amplitude

components of the complex electric intensity at the jet

boundary are

ReEm,r (rc , z ) =
Imω

2πε0r2c(z )

∂rc

∂z
,

ReEm,z (rc , z ) = −
Imω

πε0r2c(z )
. (10)
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Figure 3. Electric field intensity ReEm,z at current I = 12 (1), 15 (2), and 17A (3).

The results of calculations revealed that the electric

field intensity on the jet surface reaches its maximum of

> 109 V/m at local minima of the flow radius (Fig. 3). The

tunnel effect, which induces the emission of electrons from

negatively charged ions at the jet surface, is feasible in an

electric field of this intensity [10] and appears to be the most

probable cause of emergence of primary electrons. This

leads to subsequent breakdown in the regions of decay of a

jet and its transition to dripping flow and to the emergence

of ring and semi-ring diffuse plasma structures.

The narrowing of a jet in the decay region translates into

a quadratic increase in the current density and subsequent

heating of this jet to the boiling point, which is what is

observed in experiments [6,7,11]. A gas-vapor bubble forms

in this case, the flow is interrupted, and the jet resistance

increases sharply, inducing voltage (up to 10−20 kV) and

current (up to 10−20A) jumps.

The effect of discharge ignition at different points within a

jet and the existence of different plasma formations reported

in [6,7] are attributable to the interaction of Tonks−Frenkel

and Rayleigh−Taylor instabilities [12], which evolve in

liquids in an electric field and in accelerated liquids

(vertically outflowing jets), respectively.

The calculation of intensity of the electric field induced

by the current flowing along an electrolyte jet in a

discharge between two electrolytic electrodes showed that

the electric field intensity in jet decay regions is as high

as ReEm,z > 109 V/m, while the current density reaches

a maximum of jm,z > 106 V/m2. The jet is heated to

the boiling point at current antinodes; this results in the

formation of a gas-vapor region. Free electrons are produced

as a result of autoelectronic emission (tunnel effect) under

the influence of the electric field in the regions of jet

constriction and in the gas-vapor region. This leads to

breakdown of the gas-vapor region and the emergence of

ring and semi-ring plasma structures.

Thus, the obtained numerical data agree qualitatively with

the results of experiments and the current concepts of

interaction between the electric field and materials.
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